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QUESTION 1A system is going down just before a job scheduled with the at command starts. What will happen in this job? A. A
question whether to start this job will be displayed on the consoleB. During system shutdown a warning will be displayed on the
consoleC. The job will not be startedD. The job will start during system startup. Answer: D QUESTION 2What is the maximum
amount of data that a make _tape_ recovery tape can hold when all applicable patches have been applied to an HP -UX server? A.
Up to 2GB of data and only on a single tape regardless of the overall tape sizeB. Up to 8GB of data and only on a single tape
regardless of the overall tape sizeC. As much as 2GB of data on a single tape hut if make _tape_ recovery is run in the foreground,
it prompts for more tapes, if they are necessary, until all data is storedD. As much data as will fit on the tape but if make _tape_
recovery is run in the foreground, it prompts for more topes, if they are necessary Answer: A QUESTION 3What is the purpose of
an fsck command? A. To re-create a file system after a disk failureB. To repair a file system after patch InstallationC. To check
consistency of an unmounted file systemD. To modify file system parameters Answer: CExplanation:
http://www.computerhope.com/unix/fsck.htm QUESTION 4What happens when a system administrator issues a command without
path information? A. The shell searches through directories from the PATH variable until it finds a directory where the executable
exists.B. The shell searches through directories from the PATH and next through the current directory.C. The shell searches
through the whole file system.D. The shell searches through the current directory and next through directories from the PATH
variable until it finds a directory where the executable exists Answer: DExplanation:
https://www.linode.com/docs/tools-reference/linux-system-administration-basics QUESTION 5From the CPU's point of view, what
is an individually schedulable tunable entity? A. ThreadB. ProgramC. ScriptD. Process Answer: AExplanation:
http://h21007.www2.hp.com/portal/download/files/unprot/devresource/docs/techpapers/uxperfco okbook.pdf (See the Page #18).
QUESTION 6During a system maintenance window, what should a system administrator do to inhibit network logins from non-root
users? A. Set NOL OG1N-1 in /etc/default/security.B. Edit /etc/login and add "root" on a single line.C. Sri NOL OGIN-1 in
/etc/default/security and touch /etc/nologinD. Use the pwconv utility to create /etc/shadow Answer: D QUESTION 7What are the
main benefits of using nPars on Integrity servers? (Select three) A. To have a more flexible resource allocationB. To consolidate
multiple servers into one complexC. To eliminate single points of failure (SPOF)D. To better protect applications in case of a
power failureE. To have the ability to run other operating systemsF. To have multiple electrically-isolated servers in one cabinet
Answer: Answer: ABDExplanation:http://www.hp.azlan.com/Global/documents/4AA4-4047ENW.pdf?epslanguage=en 2015
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